Abstract. The problems of diversity of tasks and non-structural environment have been put in front of robotic development, on the other hand, we urgently hope they consume low cost and have high reliability, so the method of multicooperation is wildly used. Then we would get the swarm robotics social system with the individual growing. In this paper, we proposed hierarchical organizational model to definite social order during task decomposition; then, we design the method of behavior generation based on proposition/transition Petri networks, which would assist the system to construct combined behavior using the sample individual behavior to solve a variety of tasks.
Introduction
Three characters of robotic development are summarized as following: 1) Integrate and improve the function of individual, such as stability and load capacity; 2) Increase of intelligence of individual, which makes robots have autonomy; 3) Number of robots in whole system, which spurs collaboration and solves more tasks. The research contents of this paper relate to the last two aspects, hoping to make swarm system work autonomously. Swarm robotics occurs from artificial swarm intelligence, the biological studies of insects, ants and other fields in nature, so swarm robotics is defined as a new approach to the coordination of multi-robot systems which consist of large numbers of most simple physical robots and which is supposed that a desired collective behavior emerges from the interactions among the robots and interactions between the robots and environment [1, 2] . Considering swarm robotic application, we focus on the characteristic of organization structure and propose that:
Swarm robotics is a robotics system with a special organization structure, which has the flexibility, unpredictability and infinite increase or decrease mechanism, and consisted of any form of robots, except for interactions with robots or environment [3] .
Task-oriented robot means that operators do not need to understand "How to do it", and just need to know "what to do" [4, 5, 6] . For example, if you want a cup of coffee, you just need to click the button identifying the kind of coffee you like, and you do not need to know how to do it. It is simple to realize for one machine, especially which uses switch control. But the statuses will shapely change with the number of robots increase and complex function of individual. To solve this problem, we put forward some ways to realize task-oriented in swarm system.
In recent years, interest of swarm robotics has been greatly increasing, for the following characteristics: 1) Robustness; 2) Scalability; 3) Flexibility; 4) Economy [1, 2] . At the end of 2014, the journal of Science choose top 10 breakthrough of the whole year, which includes the Kilobots [7, 8] , a swarm system made by Selforganization system research group in Harvard University. They could organize themselves into stars and other two-dimensional shapes. This news fully affirms the scientific significance of swarm robotics.
In addition, other swarm robotics platforms are created to verify swarm theory, such as Pheromone robotics [9] , Swarm-bots [10] , Swarmanoid [11] and Termites robotics [12] etc. In practical application, Amazon has hired about 15000 Kiva robots to help company arrange millions of stock. In the foreseeable future, a lot of swarm systems will get into our life such as driverless cars, intelligent manufacturing factory and etc.
In order to make system astronomical, we general adopt MAS (Multi-Agent System) technology to formal description and design robotic society. In the society, individual is abstracted as agent with the ability of perception, decision and action. All agents construct social organization with special order to realize common task. In the MAS technology, robotic society requires to abstract many virtual agents, which are on hierarchical system for task decomposition, action planning, self-organization and etc.
For the research of organizational model, some typical methods have been proposed, such as AGR (Agent/Group/Role) model [13] , electronic institution model [14] , HARMONIA model [15] and so on, but they have some disadvantages as following:
• The models are built just for static organizational structure, not for dynamic;
• There are no unified standard, so they could just be used on someone system and have no good generality.
• Although there are series of theory of organization design, most of them adopt complex logical tools to describe and infer rules, which are not adaptive to engineering application.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes a hierarchical organizational model for task-oriented swarm system. Method of behavior generation in hierarchical organizational model is provided in Section 3. Finally, the concluding remarks follow in Section 5.
Task-Oriented Hierarchical Organizational Model
The organizational model defines a series of autonomous agent and the social order among them, intending to decompose social target and define cooperative demand. In the robotic society, cooperation means that many agents in one organization complete social target together.
Cooperation Types
From social aspect, cooperation is a management mode of the organization, managing the interaction among agents and the dependencies in activities. According to different methods for realizing social target, cooperation can be divided into three basic types: market cooperation, network cooperation and hierarchical cooperation. Market cooperation is committed to promote the exchange between different agents. Agents provide services and express their capacities, and contest for the executive priority with each other. The common aim of market mechanism is to complete the most tasks with the least cost of the least resources. In the network cooperation, there is a common aim of the agents to make them build a steady trust relationship. Hierarchical cooperation guides resources and information flow from the centralized management perspective of one hierarchy, and determine the affiliation of members by the predefined structure but not by negotiation or communication. Be confirmed when the organization is designed
Self-configuration/Self-reconfiguration of Organizational Model
In the robotic society, in order to complete one task together, the robots interact with others through respective communication channel and interface. It's a natural network cooperative relationship. But network cooperation problems in space application are as follows:
(1) It needs to make a plan for each robots designating how to do when the task explicit what to do. With the expanding number and kind of robots in society, it will confront the state space explosion problem to get a complete plan directly.
(2) The executive process involving too many individualities and large time and spatial span is highly complicated, which is difficult to control and manage. (3) Because of higher communication cost, the limitation of the bandwidth, more unpredictable and indefinite events, the organizational structure is inclined to choose the hierarchical cooperation model to reduce the interaction cost.
We can solve this problem by adding task plan agent to organization and making the original agent as the functional agent in bottom layer. Task plan agent is running on robots controller or computer with calculating ability in the form of a program. It decomposes the task layer by layer, till the agent could understand it and execute it. The closeness of hierarchical cooperation determines its limitation in one task or one kind of tasks, so we need to design different hierarchical cooperation model to satisfy different task designation. In another word, task-oriented self-configuration/selfreconfiguration is an indispensable ability for the robotic society.
Fig. 1. Self-configuration/self-reconfiguration of an organization
In the task-oriented hierarchical organizational model, task planning agent has determined affiliation and interaction of common goals and specific organizational relationships, and knows how to interact and decompose task through communication.
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Method of Behavior Generation
Hierarchical organizational model can get the complicated behavior of upper hierarchy through the lower hierarchy. Researches on behavior generation methods, such as CAMPOUT, encapsulate the behavior of lower agent as a series of functional interface, which can be used as the basic unit to build the behavior of upper agent. But this method is generally used in mobile robot platform because it is only active in the atomic behavior choices and is unable to monitor or manage complicated concurrent behavior.
Behavior generation method is asked to monitor and manage concurrent activities of many agents in an organization in order to realize the generality of it.
Control Structure
Formal description and analysis of the behavior needs to be defined in a control structure, and we use classical Kripke structure model. 
Definite of Behavior
The lower layer agent provides a series of function interface for the agent, which is belonged. In essence, the behavior is a strategy to operate this functional interface, according to the current events. Next, we definite Event, Action (function interface) and Behavior in formal ways.
(1) Event
is a set of assertions, in which, E means name of event, and n 1 , x x  are parameters of event. When all assertions are true, we could admit that event occurs. Ranges of parameters of event are described as
is one function interface, in which, A means the name of action, 
is one strategy of action control based on event, in which, B means the name of behavior, 
Behavior Generation
Behavior is a motion control strategy that means series of action to realize one behavior. When one behavior just contains one action, we call it atomic behavior, otherwise we call it combined behavior. In this paper, we adopt proposition/transition Prtri network with enable arc and suppression arc to describe inner structure of combined behavior. Every library Combined behavior is composed by two parts: structure module and control module as shown in Fig. 2 . Structure module encapsulates one behavior and provides interface for receiving and sending event. Control module links a plurality of interfaces of structure modules and controls the execution process. To simplify the description, existing compound behavior could be set as structure modules when building a more compound behavior.
(1) Structure Modules Structure modules of primitive behavior is shown in Fig.3 . As shown in Fig.2 , we assume that there are two action results of primitive behavior: Action OK and Action Fail. In the real application, there may be three or even more action results, and we should adjust accordingly.
Structure modules of combined behavior are shown in Fig.4 . P_Block, Terminate_Block, Input, Output, Result1, Result2 are external interface of this structure module.
(2) Control module Control module controls event flow of each structure modules, and can be defined flexibly according to actual need. Take sequence control module as an example: Sequence(A, B) controls structure module A and B, module B will be skipped if module A fail in execution, as shown in Fig. 5 . The advantage of this generation method of organization behavior method lies in: the relationship between compound behavior and its structure module is operation of activation or ban, but not invoking，which is pretty important because it can avoid using invoking relationship effectively when dealing with concurrent activities of many agents thereby avoiding error-prone problems in the executive process. A task plan is a living example of replacing all variables in one behavior with constant, and it can be considered as an executive strategy that can activate or end the action of robot according to occurred event.
Conclusion
In order to avoid the state explosion problem in the decomposition process of robot and reduce the interaction cost in executive process, first, we added task plan agent with explicit affiliation and interaction to space robotic society, and formed a hierarchical organizational model, both of which can definitely understand the common aim and the relationship of organization, and know how to realize interaction through communicating; second, we designed a method of behavior generation based on proposition/transition Petri network. we can see that method of behavior generation could produce compound behavior responding to all kind of events to satisfy demand of users who is not familiar with technical details and it also has a good generality. A set of expert system is required to be developed for automatic generation or used to help people to build a plan of task description in future research.
